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⛱TGIF⛱ 
 
DNI Coats politely tells Barr to go fuq himself 
 
The IC will continue to faithfully execute its duty to provide
timely, apolitical intelligence to the President & policy
makers.  
 
In late 2015, GCHQ became of suspicious “interactions”
between TeamTrump & Russian agents.

⛱TGIF2⛱ 

 

Over the next six months, until summer 2016, a number of W agencies shared further

info on contacts between Trump’s inner circle & RUs 

. 

EU countries passed on electronic intelligence – known as SIGINT: FVEY countries:

(US, UK, CAN, AU & NZ) + GER, Estonia & Poland
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⛱TGIF3⛱ 

 

Dutch AIVD & the French DGSE, contributed. 

 

Over several months, different agencies targeting the RU operatives began to see a

pattern of connex that were flagged to intel officials in the US. 

 

The foreign gov’t conveyed this info to the US gov’t on July 26, 2016.

⛱TGIF4⛱ 

 

A few days after WikiLeaks release of HRC-related emails, 

 

The FBI opened an inv’n of the potential coordination between Russia & the Trump

campaign based on the info.  

 

Prince Harry will join Trump & Queen Elizabeth for private lunch during state visit
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⛱TGIF5⛱ 

 

Barr’s Dangerous Power Cd Prompt Clash Btwn DOJ & CIA as this puts our NatSec at

risk 

 

TJ:re Coats:”If what we tell you gets out, you’re f*cked. If it gets to Putin, it may not

be real, & you’re extra f*cked. Everything else you see will just implicate Trump even

more”

⛱TGIF6⛱ 

 

PE:”The espionage counts against Assange is just the beginning.  

 

It will be laid out, as per Louise 

Mensch, how Assange & Wikileaks negotiated directly with Team Trump & worked

directly for & with reps from GRU in 2016 to attack the US [2016] Election”
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⛱TGIF7⛱ 

 

For those of you who worship WL/J-Ass: for 12 years they have exclusively attacked

the USA. 

 

Why have they not attacked China or Russia or any other country?  

 

Why do you support the undermining of our LE/intel agencies? 

 

Theresa May to resign, make way for new PM.

⛱TGIF7⛱ 

 

Pelosi: House Republicans’ sabotage of the bipartisan disaster relief bill is a

disappointment to the American families trying to heal and recover from floods,

hurricanes, wildfires and other disasters.  

 

Read my full statement here.
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⛱TGIF7⛱ 

 

Svetlana Lokhova alleges that Halper and the news outlets conspired to spread a false

narrative that she approached Flynn on behalf of RIS at a seminar dinner in England

in 2014 & that Flynn & Lokhova had an intimate relationship. 

#GeneralMisha
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⛱TGIF8⛱ 

 

Former GOP Rep. Tom Coleman: Trump, Pence are illegitimate. Impeach them 

 

The government has formally moved tonight to take possession of Paul Manafort's

Trump Tower apartment.🤗 

 

FBI has seen significant rise in white supremacist domestic terrorism in recent

months

⛱TGIF9⛱ 

 

50 children saved as int’l paedophile ring busted 

 

Lawyer for Navy SEAL accused of war crimes also works for Trump Org. 

 

The American Way of War Includes Fidelity to Law: Preemptive Pardons Break that

Code 

 

Barr seeks to damage our intel agencies in service to Russia
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🌶Message From Spicy🌶 

 

“Woot! Woot! DENIED in part! 

 

Damn your wall Trump! 

 

Happy Friday Friends xo Spicy 

 

Friday Judicial benchslaos make Spicy very happy. 

 

Preliminary injunction for Trimo’s Wall granted in part/snort!”
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⛱TGIF10⛱ 

 

A new Trump adm rule would roll back sex discrimination protection for transgender

people in health services. 

 

In the proposed rule issued Friday, the HHS Dept says laws banning sex

discrimination in health care don’t apply to people’s “gender identity.”
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⛱TGIF11⛱ 

 

Senate passes $19B disaster relief bill that excludes Trump's border funding 

 

The bill excluded the $4.5B in border funding that the White House and Republicans

had demanded. 

 

“Trump files a brief today going further than ever before to dismantle the ACA in

entirety.”

⛱TGIF12⛱ 

 

The Statue of Liberty was created to celebrate freed slaves, not immigrants, its new

museum recounts 

 

Ellis Island station through which millions of immigrants passed, didn’t open until 6

years after the Statue of Liberty was unveiled in 1886.
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⛱TGIF13⛱ 

 

The plaque— “Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to

breathe free” — wasn’t added until 1903. 

 

Trump has announced he wants Australia's role in sparking the FBI probe into links

between Russia and his election campaign examined by AG Wm Barr.

0:00

⛱TGIF14⛱ 

 

Hitler Was Incompetent and Lazy—and His Nazi Government Was an Absolute

Clown Show 

 

"In the twelve years of his rule in Germany Hitler produced the biggest confusion in

government that has ever existed in a civilized state." 

 

Sound familiar?
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⛱TGIF15⛱ 

 

Populists fare badly in Dutch EU elections, exit poll shows 

 

South Korea orders further arrests at Samsung Electronics over accounting scandal 

 

Kushner Cos. gets $800M federally backed apartment loan 

 

More than a dozen injured in central Lyon explosion

⛱TGIF16⛱ 

 

MAX’s Return to Flight Delayed by FAA’s Reevaluation of Safety Procedures for
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Older 737 Models 

 

Facebook acknowledges Pelosi video is faked but declines to delete it 

 

Steve Bannon and George Galloway 'hug' in Kazakhstan after learning Theresa May

has resigned

⛱TGIF17⛱ 

 

The U.S. government has notified the U.S. Congress of its intention to use national

security waivers in the Arms Export Control Act of 1976 to increase military sales to

Saudi Arabia without requiring congressional approval.

0:00
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🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Happy Friday - Trump’s WALL got bench-slapped (Again) 

Happy Friday - Trump’s WALL got bench-slapped (Again)
Updated 5/25/2019 12:34AM EST.  TRUMP’S WALL  What else would I do on a
Friday Night 10PM-ish Local DC time? Why yes isn’t it totally normal to pull down a
big breaking Judicial Bench Slap. Isn’t th…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/happy-friday-trump-s-wall-got-bench-slapped-…

Genesis of the US TrumpRussia Investigation� 

Asha Rangappa
@AshaRangappa_

Replying to @AshaRangappa_

2,469 2:03 PM - May 24, 2019

1,028 people are talking about this

‼ Origin:  

 

TrumpRussia Investigation  

 

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

GCHQ first became aware in late 2015 of suspicious 
“interactions” between figures connected to Trump & known or
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interactions  between figures connected to Trump & known or 
suspected Russian agents, a source close to UK intel said. This 
intel was passed to the US as part of a routine exchange of 
information. theguardian.com/uk-news/2017/a…

608 5:03 PM - May 24, 2019

463 people are talking about this

British spies were first to spot Trump team's links with Russia
Exclusive: GCHQ is said to have alerted US agencies after becoming
aware of contacts in 2015
theguardian.com

Trump has announced he wants Australia's role in sparking the FBI probe into links

between Russia and his election campaign examined by US AG Barr. 

 

H/T @911CORLEBRA777  

Trump raises Aust role in 'Russia hoax'
President Trump has called for an investigation into Australia's role in sparking the
FBI probe into potential links between Russia and his election campaign.

https://7news.com.au/politics/trump-raises-aust-role-in-russian-hoax-c-131736

Dear Mr. Putin, Let’s Play Chess 

 

January 17, 2017 

 

By Louise Mensch 
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Dear Mr. Putin, Let's Play Chess -
The Patribotics theory of Russia's attack on America and the West; Snowden to the
2016 election hack was one single operation

https://patribotics.blog/2017/01/17/dear-mr-putin-lets-play-chess-louise-mensch-trump-…

Wikileaks Hands “Keys” to Putin’s Russian Hacker – Readers, Leakers Tracked 

 

March 14, 2017 

 

By Louise Mensch, analysis by Laurelai Bailey 

Wikileaks Hands "Keys" to Putin's Russian Hacker - Readers, Leakers …
Exclusive analysis by Laurelai Bailey, published by Patribotics this week confirmed
that Julian Assange and Wikileaks obtained two new serversContinue reading

https://patribotics.blog/2017/03/14/wikileaks-hands-keys-to-putins-russian-hacker-read…

“The espionage counts against Assange is just the beginning. It will be laid out, as per

@LouiseMensch , how Assange & Wikileaks negotiated directly with Team Trump &

worked directly for & with reps from GRU in 2016 to attack the US Election” 

Pete EVANS
@911CORLEBRA777

The espionage counts against Assange is just the beginning. It 
will be laid out, as per @LouiseMensch , how Assange & 
Wikileaks negotiated directly with Team Trump & worked directly 
for & with reps from GRU in 2016 to attack the US 
Election@thespybrief@JamesFourM@ericgarland

Pete EVANS @911CORLEBRA777
Extradition request will not fail Kim  ; there are more interlocking 
indictments to come. The Ru IRA troll farm, Stone's case & the 
indictment of 12 GRU officers, all link to Wikileaks. One of the sealed 
indictments, I suspect, bridges contact with them 
all@FelisDave@chrizap
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330 5:00 AM - May 24, 2019

188 people are talking about this

Dystopian China 

Adam Schiff
@RepAdamSchiff

China is building a digital authoritarian regime before our very 
eyes. 
  
The situation in Xinjiang province is a human rights crisis—the 
government monitors citizens' every move and over a million 
people are detained in "political education" camps. 
  
Here's what you need to know:

NowThis @nowthisnews
More than 1 million Muslims have been detained in China under a 
digital authoritarian regime — @RepAdamSchiff wants to see the U.S. 
take action

7,266 1:52 PM - May 24, 2019

5,550 people are talking about this

DNI Coats very politely tells Barr to go fuq himself:  
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The IC will continue to faithfully execute its duty to provide timely, apolitical

intelligence to the President and policy makers.

TJ:”Translation for Barr- If what we tell you gets out, you’re fucked. If it gets to Putin,

it may not be real, and you’re extra fucked. Everything else you see will just implicate

Trump and even more” 

Tom Joseph
@TomJChicago

Translation for Barr- If what we tell you gets out, you’re fucked. If 
it gets to Putin, it may not be real, and you’re extra fucked. 
Everything else you see will just implicate Trump and even more.

972 7:44 PM - May 24, 2019

537 people are talking about this

Barr’s Dangerous Newfound Power Could Prompt Clash Between Justice Dept. and

C.I.A. as this puts our NatIonal Security at risk - Putin must be pleased.  

Potential Clash Over Secrets Looms Between Justice Dept. and C.I.A.
The attorney general’s ability to declassify intelligence could put at risk a C.I.A.
informant close to President Vladimir V. Putin of Russia.

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/05/24/us/politics/trump-barr-declassify-intelligence.html

🏵Rep. Adam Schiff🏵 
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House Intelligence Committee
@HouseIntel

.@RepAdamSchiff: “The President’s order conferring new 
authorities over classified information held by the Intelligence 
Community is a corrupt escalation of the President’s intention ... 
to weaponize and politicize the nation’s intelligence and law 
enforcement entities.”

198 6:34 PM - May 24, 2019

159 people are talking about this

Prince Harry to join Trump and Queen for private lunch during state visit 

 

H/T @pinche_pi 

Prince Harry to join Trump and Queen for private lunch during state visit
Britain's Prince Harry will join Queen Elizabeth II at a private lunch with Donald
Trump and his wife Melania next month, CNN has learned.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/24/europe/donald-trump-uk-state-visit-details-gbr-intl/ind…

Svetlana Lokhova filed suit Thursday in federal court in Alexandria, Virginia, seeking

more than $25 million in damages from longtime University of Cambridge academic

Stefan Halper as well as The Wall Street Journal  
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Intelligence scholar sues Cambridge academic, U.S. news outlets over…
Svetlana Lokhova filed suit Thursday in federal court in Alexandria, Va., seeking
more than $25 million in damages.

https://www.politico.com/blogs/under-the-radar/2019/05/24/cambridge-academic-news…

“Trump files a brief today going further than ever before to dismantle the ACA in

entirety.” 

Andy Slavitt
@ASlavitt

BREAKING: Trump files a brief today going further than ever 
before to dismantle the ACA in entirety. 
 
This means:

12.3K 10:13 PM - May 1, 2019

17.4K people are talking about this

Theresa May to resign, make way for new prime minister, after Brexit failures 

Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…
https://www.washingtonpost.com/world/europe/theresa-may-to-resign-as-party-leader-…

Barr seeks to damage our intel agencies in service to Russia 

Asha Rangappa
@AshaRangappa_

Make no mistake: If Barr discloses the identities of CIA and CI 
sources providing information on Russia he is disabling our 
intelligence capacities *to Russia’s advantage*. It puts sources 
providing intelligence in danger and cripples the ICs ability to 
recruit new sources 1/

22.1K 1:31 PM - May 24, 2019

13.1K people are talking about this
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🌶SpicyFiles🌶 

 

Trump The Art of COVER UPs & Misogyny & Rage – Mad Dog PAC 

Trump The Art of COVER UPs & Misogyny & Rage
   Infrastructure Week is LIT AF   Imagine being so thin skinned and that insecure, it
only takes approximately seventeen words or in reality TV time, <9 seconds, to set
you off. That your only de…

https://maddogpac.com/blogs/spicy-files/trump-the-art-of-the-cover-up

Pelosi Statement on House Republican Sabotage of Bipartisan Disaster Relief Bill 

Pelosi Statement on House Republican Sabotage of Bipartisan Disaste…
Washington, D.C. – Speaker Nancy Pelosi issued this statement after House
Republicans objected to a disaster relief bill that the bipartisan Senate had just
overwhelmingly agreed to:

https://www.speaker.gov/newsroom/52419/

🏵Excellent Thread🏵 

 

Re: Rod Rosenstein 

Dirk Schwenk
@DirkSchwenk

Rod Rosenstein Federal Bar lunch.  A slow rolling thread.  RR 
eating lunch.  Up in a few minutes.  There will be opportunity for 
questions.

390 5:07 PM - May 24, 2019

180 people are talking about this

Former GOP Rep. Tom Coleman: Trump, Pence are illegitimate. Impeach them 

 

https://www.kansascity.com/opinion/readers-opinion/guest-

commentary/article230713224.html
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Fifty children saved as international paedophile ring busted 

Fifty children saved as paedophile ring busted
Interpol believes 100 more children have suffered abuse and is working to identify
them.

https://www.bbc.com/news/world-48379983

The U.S. government has notified the U.S. Congress of its intention to use national

security waivers in the Arms Export Control Act of 1976 to increase military sales to

Saudi Arabia without requiring congressional approval. 

U.S.: Trump Administration Says It Will Bypass Congress on Saudi Ar…
The U.S. government has notified the U.S. Congress of its intention to use national
security waivers in the Arms Export Control Act of 1976 to increase military sales to
Saudi Arabia without requirin…

https://worldview.stratfor.com/situation-report/us-trump-administration-says-it-will-bypa…

FBI has seen significant rise in white supremacist domestic terrorism in recent

months 

FBI has seen significant rise in white supremacist domestic terrorism i…
The FBI has seen a significant rise in the number of white supremacist domestic
terrorism cases in recent months, a senior FBI counterterrorism official said
Thursday.
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https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/23/politics/fbi-white-supremacist-domestic-terror/index.html

Kushner Cos. gets $800M federally backed apartment loan 

Kushner Cos. gets $800M federally backed apartment loan
Kushner Cos., the real estate firm owned by the family of President Donald Trump’s
son-in-law Jared Kushner, has received about $800 million in federally backed debt
to buy apartments in Maryland and…

https://www.philly.com/politics/nation/kushner-companies-gets-eight-hundred-million-d…

The American Way of War Includes Fidelity to Law: Preemptive Pardons Break that

Code 

The American Way of War Includes Fidelity to Law: Preemptive Pardon…
On President’s pardons: “The danger it poses to the rule of law is staggering. Such
casual disregard of the legal process … deserves greater attention, and stronger
condemnation."

https://www.justsecurity.org/64260/the-american-way-of-war-includes-fidelity-to-law-pre…

Lawyer for Navy SEAL accused of war crimes also works for Trump Organization 

Lawyer for Navy SEAL accused of war crimes also works for Trump Or…
An attorney for Navy SEAL chief Edward "Eddie" Gallagher also represents the
Trump Organization CNN has learned just days after reports surfaced indicating
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Trump Organization, CNN has learned, just days after reports surfaced indicating
the President is considering pardoning Ga…

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/24/politics/navy-seal-chief-eddie-gallagher-defense-tea…

A new Trump adm rule would roll back sex discrimination protection for transgender

people in health services. 

 

In the proposed rule issued Friday, the HHS Dept says laws banning sex

discrimination in health care don’t apply to people’s “gender identity.” 

Administration moves to revoke transgender health protection
WASHINGTON (AP) — The Trump administration moved Friday to revoke newly
won health care discrimination protections for transgender people, the latest in a
series of actions that aim to reverse...

https://www.apnews.com/44494a468abe4e009b0388798c16a197

MAX’s Return to Flight Delayed by FAA’s Reevaluation of Safety Procedures for

Older 737 Models 

 

The agency is considering changes in how pilots are trained to respond when the

flight-control computer or other systems erroneously push the plane’s nose down 

MAX’s Return to Flight Delayed by FAA’s Re-Evaluation of Safety Proc…
A review of Boeing’s 737 MAX jets has expanded to include emergency procedures
used by pilots on earlier 737 models, further delaying the MAX’s return to service.

https://www.wsj.com/articles/maxs-return-to-flight-delayed-by-faas-reevaluation-of-safe…

Ellis Island through which millions of immigrants passed, didn’t open until 6 years

after the Statue of Liberty was unveiled in 1886.  

 

The plaque— “Give me your tired, your poor, Your huddled masses yearning to

breathe free” — wasn’t added until 1903. 
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Washington Post: Breaking News, World, US, DC News & Analysis
Breaking news and analysis on politics, business, world national news,
entertainment more. In-depth DC, Virginia, Maryland news coverage including
traffic, weather, crime, education, restaurant revie…

https://www.washingtonpost.com/history/2019/05/23/statue-liberty-was-created-celebr…

Populists fare badly in Dutch EU elections, exit poll shows 

Populists fare badly in Dutch EU elections, exit poll shows
Dutch Pro-European parties are predicted to triumph in the European Parliament
election against populists, an exit poll on Thursday has unexpectedly revealed.

https://www.cnn.com/2019/05/24/europe/european-elections-netherlands-nos-exit-poll-…
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Dr. Jack Brown
@DrGJackBrown

Synchronized Sea-Otter Swimming • youtu.be/0hrHKYJq07w via 
@YouTube

25 4:10 AM - May 24, 2019

See Dr. Jack Brown's other Tweets

  YouTubeYouTube   @ @YouTubeYouTube
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https://twitter.com/mikes_booh/status/1131932809088495617?s=21
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Daniel Holland
@DannyDutch

John Bonham has come back as an 8 year old girl, I can't begin 
to describe how amazing this child is!! vimeo.com/263985244  
#LedZeppelin

16.1K 4:34 PM - May 19, 2019

6,210 people are talking about this
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BobCatBob1
@1BobCatBob

Getting a head start on the long weekend & 
Caturday@FelisDave @20committee @thespybrief  
REMEMBER MODERATION 
EVERYONE HAVE A SAFE MEMORIAL WEEKEND !

172 7:17 PM - May 24, 2019

63 people are talking about this
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John Constable
@artistconstable

Cloud Study, 1821 #johnconstable #romanticism
21 12:06 AM - May 25, 2019

See John Constable's other Tweets

🌳AndrewWyeth🌳 
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#PAM #PAMFAM #AndrewWyeth

Karol Cummins
@karolcummins

AndrewWyeth  
 
Andrew Wyeth, born 1917 and died 2009, in Chadds Ford, 
Pennsylvania. 
 
Portrait of Andrew Wyeth - 1969 
By Jamie Wyeth (son) 
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#AndrewWyeth
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🌳Breathe🌳 

 

Wow! Whatta week 

 

Rest up folks, if you thought this week was a doozy, wait until next week’s fireworks. 

 

I hope you have fun this long weekend & find time to relax. 

 

It is good to see DNI Coats bite back. 

 

Barr’s mission will fail, the truth will out it always does.
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Huge shout out to #TeamNutShellReport #TeamPatriot TY! @pleasesaveour

@kim585 @mikes_booh @SuzanneWinland @McSercy @anathymadevice @starree

@smp0312 @BelievnTheDream @geekgirlden @leesgirl9 @Texdj123 @tbrennan666

@modernhomesla @pocantico98 @pinche_pi @JenKirkman @JillianOhana
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@threadreaderapp unroll please and TY!  

 

#NutShellReport 

#ThePatriotTimes 

 

Apologies in advance if I don’t respond to your reply- my notifications clog & don’t

load. DM me or @ me again to get my attn if important. Thank you. 

 

May 24, 2019 

 

Rest well #TeamPatriot #USVIA
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